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1. INTRODUCTION 

LAMP (Luebbert's Aid for lV:~achine Programming) is a hybrid program 
consisting of ~or.ae of the si:c.nplified data entry features now being developed 
for prograinming system being developed at the United States IViilitary 
Academy grafted onto the e"isting features of PPP .. 2. If desired L.AJ\J.iP may 
be used identically to FPP- 2~ for it retains all of the subroutines and calling 
sequences, both normal and single instruction, of· that service prograln. 
However tll~ utility features are consolidated and sinlplified as follows: 

Entry l.ocation 

0001 (3TAaT 1) 

0002 (START 2) 

0003 (START 3) 

0004 

0005 

0006 

0007 

Service 

Alphanu.;.-neric Input-Output (8 characters/word) 
(Autoinatic entry of control word optional) 
(Autol'l1.atic verification typeback optional) 

Octal Input - Output 

Deci.i.nal Input-Output, Fixed or Floating Point 

AN-049 and AN-05! 6 character/word 
alphanumeric input-output (Used in FPP-2) 
(Autoraatic Entry of Control 'vJ ord Cptional) 
(Autor.natic Verification Typeback Optional) 

Progran1 Trace 

lVielnO~J DU:i.np, Typewriter or Punch 

Zonal rr.en1.ory Clear 

In all cases utility control inforination may be given froin the console 
in the forln 

L X:X:X:X START 

for those operations which require specification of only one .rnemory 
location and 

L XX:X;r. c 

L XX:XjS': 3T ART 

for those operations which require specification of two memory locations. 
A j'Cleart: after the " C ': is optional but will give a convertent console display 
if used. 

Alternately, if a typed record of utility entries is desired they may be 
typed in: 

11FILL I
: L XXXX S 
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for those oIJera.l;ions which re,!uire specification of only one memory 
location and . 

'1j'ILL II L XXXX C L XXXX S 

for those operations which require specification of two memory locations. 

2. CONTENTS 

Locations 

0001 

0002 

0003 

0004 

0005 

0006 

0007 

0010-0147 

0150-0427 

0530-0767 

077C-I047 

1050-1207 

1210-1327 

1330-1427 

1430-1457 

1460-1537 

1540-1567 

1570-1617 

Cont.~llts 

Utility entry Zor alphanumeric (8 char/word) input 
and ontput 

Utility entry ~or octal input 

Utility entry for decinla 1 (fixed or floating point) input 
and output 

Utility entry for :'':)PP-2 AN-049 and AN-051· special 
alphanumeric (6 ..::har/word) input and output 

Utility entry for Frograln Trace 

Utility entry for Typewriter and PWlch Memory Dump 

Utility entry for Zonal rViemory Clear 

AN-002 Fixed Point Input Subroutine 

AN-01S. 1 Floating to Fixed Foint Output Subroutine 
(0230-0427 is Al\T-016 Fixed Point Output) 

AN-014 Floating Point Output Subroutine 

AN-037 Logarithm Subroutine (Bases 2, e, or 10) 

AN-044 Exponential Subroutine (Bases 2, e., or 10) 

AN -01 7. 2 Sine Cosine Subroutine 

AN-OIB.l Arc Tangent Subroutine 

AN-020 Arc Sine.-Cosine Subroutine 

AN-019 Arc Tangent Y/X Subroutine 

AN-03BAngle Reduction Subroutine 

AN-049 Alphabetic Input Subroutine (6 chars/word) 
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Locations 

1620-1647 

1650-1757 

1770-2107 

2110-2165 

2166-2207 

2210-2257 

2260-2307 

2310-2507 

'2510-2637 

2640-2667 

2670-2777 

3000-3060 

3060-3076 

3100-3122 

3130-3154 

3155-3163 

3170-3217 
3'Z.ZO -3z'{7 
3. USAGE 

Contents 

AN-051 Alphabetic Output Subroutine (6 chars/word) 

PFP-2 Deciinal I\]'uinber Input-Output Control 

AN-OOB Octal Input Subroutine 

RP-025 Typewriter Memory Durnp 

RP-026 Punch IVleJ.ncry DUlnp 

PPP-2 Calling Sequences 

AN-OOl Float Subrot:tine 

Variable Forrra t .?lc/ating Foint Input 

AN-003 Angle Out,r-Iut Subroutine 

FFP- 2 Angle Input (~ontrol 

PPP-2 Calling Sequences 

Alphanurneric (8 ci1ar/word) Utility Input-Output 
Control 

SAIL alphanumeric lnput Subroutine (8 chars/word) 

LA OS Alphanu:i.neric Output Subroutine (8 chars / word) 

Special Alphanurneric (6 char/word) utility 
Input-Output Control 

IViemory DUlnp Utility Control 

lVi-emory Clear Control, Typeout and Subroutine 
'S'lt:.Ec.T/V/:. PUA/c..H /.:)()~r 

3. 1 UTILITY AND SERVICE 

3.1.1 General Information About Input-Output Control. The input-output 
control features of the LAIVIP program which are designed to provide utility 

. and service functions have the follo'lVing basic modes of operation: 
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Method of Entx:l 
srrART 1 
(or L00010 ENTER START 

START 2 
(or L00020 ENTER START 

START 3 
(or L00030 ENTER START) 

Service Performed 

,..t\lphanunleric Input-Cutput 

Oc~al Input 

:Ce .!imal Input (Ei.i:Jred or Floating Point) 

Within these basic modes subordinate i.·lodes are de'~ermined by the setting 
of the sense switches. The following t(~nlplate for the sense switch area of 
the control console provides and abbreY/iated sumlnary of the subordinate 
modes: 

1- ....... -.... . . -._ ..... -~ ........ ".--- .-.•.. -. --- ... -.- - ......... _-_.-:.._, 
j Punch Dump Auto Entry!'. C. V\I. Punch-Dump Zonal 

INPUT FIX PJolpha Verify 

"~I \ ... .J . 
'. OUTPUT 

~. 
'. '" ~. 

IVIAj~'JY FLOAT 

Type Dump Punch-Dump Selective t 
.. , ......... -.-,-. ,.-~ .. ,.- .. -......... _ .. , -_ .. . , 

There are also the following additior .. al lnodes which are less commonly used 
and which are not affected by the sense switch settings: 

Method of Entry 
L00040 ENTER START 

Looom ENTER START 

L00060 ENTER, START 

L00070 ENTER START 

~··er"ice Performed 
i\l'J-049 AN-05! Special P.l.lphanumeric 
l.lput - Output 

Progra:..n Trace 

TyPewriter or Punch Memory Dump 

.Zona1 Menlory Clear 

Because the entry of numbers and control symbols from the console keyboard 
is usually lnore convenient than entry from the typewriter instructions are 
written to use this form of entry wherever possible. However if one desires 
use the typewriter instead one may do so by following these rules: 

(a) For Typewriter entry always depress the "FILL II button on the 
typewriter and r.nake sure the IIfill source keyboard" light on the 
console is extinguished. 

(b) Make entries from the keyboard using the following table of 
equivalencies: 
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Console Keyboard 

EI'ITER 
CLEAR 
L (location) 
C (colnrnand) 
START 
o through 9 

Typewriter Keyboard 

Carriage Return or Tab 
X or I 
Lor) 
C or : 
S or s 
o through 9 

When makin~ entries frorn, the typewrit(~r keyboard one may shift back and 
forth from letters to figur.~s at will without affect~ng the data entered into 
the computer; however, one cannot ent,~r spaces into the data without ruining 
the entry. 

3. 1.2 Alphanumeric Input (SAIL Subroutine) 

a. SVJITCH 13 OFF (INPUT) D€:.t10SS START 1. The machine will 
halt at L3000. 

b. Alphanumeric print -out routi1~ '!. ~ use a control word of the form 
+OOXXXXO +OOYYYYO to specify the exh~l::t of typeout desired (i. e. I all 
locations from XXXX to YYYY). If at the Ci1d of data entry one desires the 
control word specifing the extent of the a] ?~~.anun1eric data to be automatically 
inserted into an alphanulneric printout r01lt~~1.C calling sequence l turn 8-Vv'ITCH 
C OFF (Auto Entry Alpha C. ViI,). Key in ~l) the console Lv"'v,rv(il,,C where L , 
is theL key just to the left of the key fiel{~, "f.FvVVJ1j! is the four digit address 
of the location into which the control wore. 1.s to be inserted, and C is the C 
key also just to the left of the key field. 1 Z auto entry of the control word is 
not desired turn S\iilITCH C ON and omit Uti,:; key-in. 

c. If at the end of data entry auto!aatic verification typeout of the 
data entered and the control word produced is desired turn SVJITCH DOFF. 
If not turn Sv"\fIT CH D ON. 

d. To specify the location where 'the first v/ord of alphanumeric data 
is to be stored key in L}o{}{X START on the console keyboard, where L is the 
L key just to the left of the Itey field XXXX is the four digit address of the 
memory location where the first word is to be packed and START is the start 
button just to the left of the key field. 

e. The typewriter will be set to the figures case and will execute a 
carriage return. Type in alphabetic inforlnation which will be stored in 
SAIL format. 

f. Type blanks slowly until the first and last memory locations used 
are displayed and the typewriter carriage returns and types out the control 
word. Then it returns to condition 3. 1. 2b. . 
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3.1.3 Alphanumeric Output (LAOS Subroutine) 

a. S·v-;;ITCH B ON (Output) Depress START 1. The machine will, 
halt at L3000. 

b. To specify the memory location of the start of alphanumeric data 
key into the console keyboard LY~XXC where L is the 1 ... key just to the left 
of the ten position key field, XXXX is the four digit address of the memory 
location where the alphanumeric data starts, and C is the C key just to the 
left of the~ ten position key field. 

c. To specify the memory location of the end of the alphanumeric 
data, next key into the console keyboard L YYYY START where L is the L 
key just to the left of the ten position keyboard, YYYY is the four digit' 
address of the last word (the right address of the control word), and START 
is the start key just to the left of the key field. 

d. The typewriter goes to letters shift, executes a carriage return, 
types out the data between the specified limits, the control word which 
specified these limits, and returns to condition 3. 1. 3b. ' 

3.1.4 Octal Input (AN-OOa Subroutine) 

a. Sv7ITCH B OFF (Input). Depress START 2. The machine will 
halt at'L1752. 

b. If only a single word is to be input S'WITCH D OFF (one). If 
more than one word is to be input to successive locations S vjITCHD ON 
(lV1any). 

c. To specify the memory location where the octal data is to be 
stored key into the console keyboard LXXXX START, where L is the L. key 
just to the left of the ten position key field, XXXX is the four digit address 
of the memory location, and START is the start key just to the left of the 
ten pos,ition ltey field. 

d. The machine will carriage return and type XXXX. 

e. Type on the typewriter a sign (optional) 1 to 13 octal digits, and 
a carriage return. DO NOT INPUT MOHE THAN 16 SYMBOLS Il\TCLUDING 
SIGN UNDER ANY CIRCUIVISTANCES OR PART OF THE MEMORY DUMP 
PORTION OF LAMP "'vvILL BE DESTROYED. 

f. If SVJITCH D is OFF (One) the machine returns to condition 
3.1.4b. If S1;VITCH D is ON (IVIany) the lnachine will type the next location 
(XXXX+l) and wait at condition 3.1. 4e. 

" . . 
g. S\j~ITCH D may be changed during input, usually while inputting 

the last number. 
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h. If an error is made at step 3. 1. 4e, type X and then carriage return. 
If this happens unexpectedly the probable cause is typing an 8 or 9. 

3. 1. 5 Octal Output 

a. If the cOlnbination SVvITCH.B ON (Output) and START 2 are used 
the computer will type out the follo'wing: "OCTAL OUTPUT NOT AVAILABLE". 

b. An octal display of any location may be obtained by depressing 
the octal display button on the console. 

3. 1.6 Decimal Input .. Fixed Point (AN-0002 Subroutine) 

a. SVvITCHES Band C OFF .. Depress START 3. The computer 
typewriter types "FILL 'I. 

b. If more than one \vord is to b e input to successive locations in 
memory S·WITCH D ON (Many). If individual entries are to be made to 
various locations or if only a single entry is to be n1ade SVvITCH DOFF 
(One). 

c. To specify the memory location where the fixed point data is to 
be stored key into the console keyboard LXXXX START .. where L is the L 
key just to the left of the ten position key fi.eld~ XXXX is the four digit 
address of the memory location, and START is the start key just to the 
left of the ten position key field. 

d. The computer typewriter will carriage return and type liB". 
This indicates that the binary point of the data should be entered from the 
typewriter as follows: 

(1) Sign (optional) 
(2) The nUlnber (always an integer smaller than 40), decimal 

. point optional. 
(3) Enter 

e. Type on the computer typew'riter the location in which the decimal 
data is to be stored. Type in the number as follows: 

(1) Sign (optional) 
(2) The number (decimal.point optional for integers) 
(3) Enter 

f. If SWITCH D is OFF (One) the computer will return to condition· 
3. 1. 6b. If S·WITCH D is ON (l\lIany) the computer will type the next location 
and return to condition 3. 1. 6e. When inputting the last number of a sequence 
move SVvlTCH D to OFF (One) so as to return to location 3. 1. 6b. 
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3.1. 7 Decimal Output, Fixed Point (Subroutine AN-016) 

a. S'NITCI-I BON, S\iJITCH C OFF, Depress START 3. The cOlnputer 
typewriter types "FILL'i and stops at L1653. 

b. If more than one word is to be output from successive locations 
in memory S'v\lITCH D ON (Many). If individual words from scattered memory 
locations or only a single word ouput is required S'vv ITCH D OFF (One). 

c. To specify the memory location from which the fixed point data 
is to be output, key into the ten position keyboard 1 XXXX ST A.RT, where 
L is the L. key just to the left of the ten position keyboard~ XXXX is the 
four digit address of the memory location and START is the start l{ey just 
to the left of the ten position keyboard. 

d. The computer typewriter will carriage return and type B to 
signify that the binary point of the data should be keyed into the ten position 
keyboard as follows: 

(1) Sign (Optional) 
(2) r-£he number (Always an integer less than 40~ decimal point 

optional) 
(3) Enter 

'e. The typewriter will type out the decil"ilal number. If the binary 
point is in the range -13 B 39, the typeout will be in fixed point format. 
If not it will be output in floating point form. 

f. If SVvITCH D is OFF (One) the computer will return to condition 
3. 1. 7b. If Sv-,ITCH D is Ol'T it will type successive locations until SVlITCH D 
is turned OFF. 

3.1.8 Decimal Input, Floating Point (Subroutine AN-03l) 

a. SV/ITCH B OFF, S'wlrrCH C 01"1, Depress START 3. The computer 
typewriter types II FILL". 

b. If more than one word is to be input to successive locations in 
memory S\iJITCH D ON(Many). If individual words are to be input to 
scattered locations or only a single word input is required SVvITCH DOFF 
(One). 

c. To specify the memory location to which the data is to be input, 
. key into the console keyboard L X~XXX START, where L is the L key just to 

the left of the ten position key field, XXXX is the four digit addres s of the 
memory location, and START is the start key just to the left of the ten 
position key field. 
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d. The computer typewriter will carriage return and type-the 
memory location. Type the number to be stored into the computer type
writer as follows: 

(1) Sign (optional if plus) 
(2) Integral part of number (if any) 
(3) Decinlal point follo\ved by fractional part of number(if any) 
(4) Sign and power of ten exponent. NOTE: EXPCNENT, .IF 

PRESENT, MUST BE A.N Il'l'"TEGER. 
(5) ENTER 

Almost any logically reasonable abbreviation of this complete form which 
terminates in an ENTER may be used. Specifically, the following combina
tions are acceptable: (2J1 5) (3, 5) (1, 2 .. 5) (1, 3,. 5) (2, 4 .. 5) (3, 4, 5) 
(1, 2, 4, 5) (1, 3, 4, 5) (5 - interpreted as +0) (1, 5 - interpreted as a 
signed 0), or the complete (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 

e. If S"v7ITCH D is OFF the computer will return to condition 3. 1. 8b. 
If Sv~ITCH D is ON a new location two higher than the last one will be typed 
(a floating point number requires two words for storage) and the computer 
will wait at condition 3. 1. 8d. When inputting the last number of a sequence 
to be stored in successive locations ll10ve SVJITCH D to OFF (One) so as to 
return to condition 3. 1. 8b. 

3. 1. 9 Decimal Output, Floating Point (Subroutine AN-014) 

a. Sv~ITCH B ON, S·\I~ITCH C ON, Depress START 3, The computer 
typewriter types "FILL". 

b. If more than one word is to be input to successive locations in 
memory SY/ITCH D ON (Many). If individual words are to be input to 
scattered location.s or only a single 'word input is required S·vVITCH DOFF 
(One). 

c. To specify the memory location to which the data is to be output, 
key into the console keyboard LXXXX START, where L is the L key just'to 
the left of the ten position key field, ~XXX is the four digit address of the 
mePJ-ory location, and START is the start key just to the left of the ten 
position key field, 

d. 1;'he machine types the location and its contents, If S-WITCH D is 
OFF it will return to condition 3, 1. 9b. If SVtlITCH D is ON it will contmue 
typing UIitil SvVITCli D is turned OFF, then '.n the completion of the word 

. being typed revert to condition 3. 1. 9b. 

3. 1.10 Special Alphanumeric Input (PPP-2 AN-049 6 chars/word format) 

a. Set program counter to L0004 (Depress L 00040 ENTER) 
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b. S\ilITCH B OFF# Depress START. Computer will halt at L3130 

c. Alphanumeric print out routines use a control word of the form 
+OOXXXXO +OOYYYYO to specify the extent of typeout desired (i. e., all 
locations from XXXX to YYYY) , If at the end of data entry one desires 
the control word specifing the extent of the alphanumeric data to be auto
matically inserted into an alphanumeric printout routine calling sequence# 
turn SW ITCH C OFF (Auto Entry Alpha C. "i.;V. ). Key in to the console 
L\hjij"VYJV';C where L is the L key just to the left of the key field, i';VvV~V/ is 
the four digit address of the location into which the control word is to be 
inserted, and C is the C key also just to the left of the key field. If aut 0 

entry of the control ·word is not desired turn SVv IT CH C ON and omit this 
key-in. 

d. If at the end of data entry automatic verification typeout of the 
data entered and the control word produced is desired turn S"llJITCH DOFF. 
If not turn Sv"VITCH D ON. 

e. To specify the location where the first word of alphanumeric data 
is to be stored key-in LXXXX START on the console keyboard, where ,L is 
the L key just to the left of the key field XXXX is the four digit address of 
the memory location where the first word is to be packed and START is the 
start button just to the left of the key field. 

f. The typewriter will be set to the figures case and will execute a 
carriage return. Type in alphanumeric information which will be stored in 
the AN-049 (PPP-2) format. 

g. Type blanks slowly until the first and last melnory locations used 
are displayed and the typewriter carriage returns and types out the control 
word. If a verification printout is required the cOlnputer will halt before 
the control word is typed out. Depress START and both will type out. 

3.1.11 Special Alphanulneric Output (PPP-2 AN-051 6 chars/word format) 

a. Set program counter to L0004 (Depress L00040 ENTER) 

h. Sv-V-ITCH B ON, Depress START. Computer will halt at 1-3130 

c. To specify the memory location of the start of alphanumeric 
data key into the console keyboard LXXXXC where L is the L key just to 
the left of the ten position key field, XXXX is the four digit address of 
the memory location where the alphanumeric data starts, and C is the C 
key just to the left of the ten position key field. 
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· d. To specify the, memory location of the end of the alphanumeric 
data, next key into the console keyboard LYYYY ST ART whel"~ L is the L 
key just to tbe left of the ten position keyboard, YYY.Y is the four digit 
address of the last word (the right address of the control word), and 
ST ART is the start key just to the left of the console key field. 

e. The typewriter goes to letters shift, executes a earriage return,' 
and halts. Depress START again. The computer types out the data between 
the specified limits, and the control word which specified these limits. 

3. 1. 12 Program Trace 

a. Set progrnm counter to L0005 (Depress L00050 ENTER). 

b. Depress START. Early LAMP tapes do not contain the trace and 
will type out NO TRACE repeatedly. 

3.1.13 Punch Memory Dump 

a. Set program counter to L,0006 (Depress LOOOSO E1\TTER). 

bit SVJITCH B OFF, Depress ST ART.- The' computer will halt at 
L3155. Feed out about 18 inches of tape by depressing the tap,e advance 
button at the tape puncht.... . co ..,..,..L,I ".1"'\".,.. .. ) /' '" ~N ~ 11 ,£lJ/-JCJll Sou T 

~u. #t~D~ ~~'JCAJ -S11'lrl.71,w, A r L. 3Ls'b 4JN/G/-I J)O ,A)lJ7 CO TN, u. ,-.-f.. 
c. SU;~774% /./VN,IQ // ....,(,()/,.....,,7 '.J '-HV. L,O",,-/"C/'''''',d _A ~J\.IJ 

1')t.lJC1// ~ 'Tf'6 9pe~ T' the first Inen'lOry location to be punched onto tape~ 
key into the console keyboard L XXXX C where L is the' L key just to the 
left of the ten position keyfield" }{Arxx is the four digit address of the 
memory location where the dump should start.. and C is the t key jus t to 
the left of the ten position key field. 

d. To specify the last memory location to be punched key into the 
console keyboard L YYYY START where L is the L key just to the left of 
the ten position keyfield, YYYY is the four digit address of the final 
memory location to be punched, and START is the start key just to the 
left of the ten position keyf ield. 

e. The required melnory locations willbe punched out in alpha
numeric format. 

3.1.14 Typewriter lVIemory Dump 

a. Set program counter to L0006 (Depress L00060 El\TTER). 

b. Sv\iITCH B ON, Depress START. The computer will halt at 
L3155. 
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c. To specify the first lnemory location to be typed out, key into 
the console L XXXX C where L is the L key just to the left of the 10 position 
keyfield, XXXX is the four digit address of the first memory location to be 
typed out, and C is the C key just to the left of the ten position keyfield. 

d. To specify the last memory location to be typed out, key into 
the console L YYYY ST AR.T, where L is the L key jU3 t to the left of the ten 
position keyfield, YYYY is the four digit address of the final location to be 
typed out, and START is the start key just to the left of the ten position 
keyfield. 

e. The computer will carriage return and begin typing the contents 
of the memory locations in command format. Every 8 locations it will 
double space and type the address of the first of the next block of 8 locations 
which are typed in comr.£land format. 

3.2 SUBROUTINES 

A subroutine is a set of instructions necessary to direct a computer 
to carry out a well-defined nlathe:C.ilatical or logical operation, e. g., a 
sine-cosine subroutine. 

A subroutine may be open. That is, it is inserted directly into the 
linear operational sequence and is not entered by a jump. Such a subroutine 
must be recopied at each point that it is needed in a routine. Sip,ce this is 
extremely wasteful of space and coding time, most subroutines are closed. 

A closed subroutine is not stored in its proper place in the linear 
operational sequence, but is stored away from the routine which refers to 
it. Such a subroutine is entered by a jump, and provision is made to 
return, i. e., to jUinp back to the proper point in the main routine at the 
end of the subroutine. 

In RECOMF, the return is made possible by using the SAX instruction 
to see where the jurnp to the subroutine was and usually jumping back to a 
point two or three instructions past the jUlnp. The exact return defined as 
"NORMAL RETURl.\J" when no errors occur, or as "ERROR RETURN" when 
an error.occurs, is specified in the calling sequence. 

The LAMP program. contains all the PPP .. 2 closed subroutines plus 
a few more.'· Two means of entry a.re provided as in PPP-2: . 

(a) Normal subroutine entries as described for the individual sub- , 
routine in the subroutine manual. This method of entry allows one to take 
full advantage of all the flexibility of the subroutine., select printouts or 
other action for error returns, etc. 
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(b) Simplified entry by means of a single transfer command. Such 
entries generally require the argument to be used to be stored in the A and 
R registers before entry and leave the result in the A and R registers. 
These entries require more computer running time •. 

3. 2. 1 EXPLANATION OF PSEUDO OFERATIONS A:ND CALLING SE~UENCES 

3. 2. 1. 1 Explanation of Notation 

A pseudo-operation is an operation which, ordinarily, does not affect 
the state of any of the arithmetic registers and leaves the bit configuration 
of words in the n1.ain memory and high speed loops unchanged. These 
operations are used frequently during the preparation of symbolic programs 
and to indicate information to be supplied when control is transferred to a 
subroutine. 

The following pseudo-operations are used in the subroutine write-ups 
in this manual: 

lViZE (Minus 2~ero) - This pseudo-operation~ when appearing 
in the program, is synonomous with .-00. Since pseudo-operations are not 
executed, the minus sign does not cause trapping to take place. The half
,word containing this operation is exarnined by the subroutine and could 
indicate, for example, that a negative quanti.ty is to be computed by the 
routine. The 00 usually indicates that no information will be gained by 
inspection of the first six bits of the half word. In most cases, the 00 could 
be replaced by any other combination of two octal numbers, but for 
standardization and convenience, the zeroes are used. 

PZE (Plus Zero) - This is es'sentially the same as MZE, 
except that the plus sign on +00 usually indicates that the sign is either not 
interpreted or a positive quantity is to be computed. 

SLL (Set Location Left) - This pseudo-operation indicates that 
the next meaningful operation must be contained in the left half of the next 
full word. During assembly of the program this operation can be replaced 
by any operation which will not affect the state of the arithmetic registers or 
memory locations. For example, +40 0000. 0, which shifts the contents of 
the accumulator zero places. Note that, in some insta.nces, it will not be 
necessary to replace this code by an absolute code. 

The following example will ~llustrate the latter case: 

2021.0 + 60 
2021. 1 + 00 

2022.0 + 57 
2022.1 + 60 

ST(/) A 
CLA B 
SLL 
TRA ARC 
STf/J C 
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The SLL in the symbolic coding indicated that the instruction 
TRA ARC was to be contained in the left half of a word. Since the CLA B 
instruction occurred in the right half of word 2021, the TRA ARC occurred 
in the left half of word 2022 without the use of a forcing instruction. 

SLR (Set Location Right) - This pseudo-operation is similar to 
SLL except that it is an indication that the next meaningful jnstruction must 
be contained in the right half of a word. 

3. 2. 1. 2 Example. Normal Entry 

A calling sequence is an instruction or sequence of instructions 
and pseudo-instructions which interrupts a program with a transfer to a 
subroutine, provides inforlnation concerning parameters needed for the 
execution of a subroutine, allows flexibility of correction procedures in case 
of error during the execution of a subroutine .. 

Yvhen it is necessary to include a subroutine in a given program, 
usually the next available location is used. Into this location, and perhaps 
the next one, the calling sequence is inserted. (See example 1) 

The number of instructions in a calling sequence will vary 
depending on the information which must be supplied by the programmer in 
order that the purpose of a subroutine may be accomplished. 

Example 1: 

FCA L(A) 
FMP L(B) 
T RA L(ARCT AN) 
FAD L(C) ~~~.- .. -- .. 
FST Al ) 

j 

! 
AB =X (' ..... ~ :;. Instructions in main 

. prograr.n 
\. '. 

\ 

,.' "~\. Calling sequence to 
" ARCT Al'T X routine 

.. ;t Normal Retur~ 
. }Instructions in main 

progran1 

In order to compute the Arctangent of a quantity 2r, it is 
necessary to have the floating point argulnent in the A and R registers, 
The FCA L(A) and FMP L(B) instructions left X=AB in A and R so that 
no other instructions were necessary to j,neet this requiremert. (If X had 
been computed previously, one instruction (FCA L(X) ) would have 
satisfied the requirement). The T RA L(ARCT AI~) instruction interrupts 
execution of the instruction in the main program, allows computation of 
Arctangent X, which is left in the A and R registers, and the next command 
which is executed is FAD L(C). The address of the FAD cOlnlnand is called 
the NORMAL RETURN address, which simply nleans that when computation 
of Arctangent X is complete, control will automatically be transferred to that 
address in the main program. 
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The actualccalling sequence of the Arctangent X subroutine, 
since it must pertain to any prograln rather than, a specific program, is 
as follows: . 

c: FCA L(X) 
TRA L,(J.\RCTAN), 

c.' + 1 NORMAL RETURN 

where C't is any symbolic location and c:+1 is one full word beyond 0.'. Note 
that the instruction at location c: could be replaced by any sequence of , 
instructions which could leave the argur.aent X in the A and R registers, and 
the instruction at location 0:+1 could be any instruction that the programmer 
wishes to place in that position. 

Example 2: 

In order to compute a quantity eX using the Exponential Subroutine_ the 
following calling sequence must be used: 

1) (X i~ A and R registers) 

2) SLR 
7772 for base 2 

3) TRA L(EXP) 
Code :. 7774 for base e 

4) FZE Code 
7770 for base 10 

5)- ERROR RETURN 

6) NORMAL RETURN 

The symbolic coding in a program which would correspond to this calling 
sequence could be as follows: 

Main Program FST BAN 
FCA L(i~) 

SLR 

Calling Sequence TRA L(EXP) 
PZE 7774 
H'fR El 

IVIain Program FST ETOX 
FCA Q 

It can be easily seen ,~hat the coding in this sample program meets the 
requirements imposed by the calling sequence, since: 
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1) FCA L(X) places X in the A and R registers. 

2) SLR will insure that the next instruction is 
exe cuted from the right half of a word. 

3) T RA L(I~XP) provides for control to be trans
ferred from the main program to the beginning 
of the subroutine. 

. 
4) PZE 7774 is the co de which means that the base 

e is to be used rather than base 2 or base ~O. 

5) HTR El 

6) FST ETOX 

3.2.1.3 Example, Simplified Entry 

will cause computation to cease w~th 
the location cOWlter set at location Elx 
in case an error is detected in 
computing eX. In this case an ERROR 
RETURN would indicate that the 
exponent of X is greater than 35 and 
X is greater than zero. 

is. the NORMAL RETURN. This 
instruction will be executed automatic
ally immediately: following the corre·ct 
computation of eX. 

To input an angle in degrees, minutes and seconds take its tangent; 
take the natural logarithm of its tangent; output the answer; carriage return 
and repeat, . the following short program will be all that is needed: 

L +5726400 + 5722301 
+5727001 + 5722531 
+7200100 + 57 L 

3.2.2 List of One-Instruction Calling Seguences 

1. Read. Z (Used by SALT and ~CRAP only) 
2. Input (AN-007. 1) . 
3. CXP(Used for debugging. Prints full word. location and 

contents of A and R in floating point format; restores A 
and R. Salt generates, TSB CXP.) 

4. Tangent (Error prints "TAN") 

5. Power (ab for a o. a in A and R, b in 1764, 5) 

16 

+57 a2100 
+57 22140 

+ 57 22171 

+57 22301 

+57 22411 



6. Output (Typeout in fixed fornlat if possible, if not possible" 
typeout in floating point. ) +57 22531 

7. Angle Input (Degrees, minutes. seconds using AN-007. 1 
3 times. Sign of the angle is same as sign of degrees) , +57 26400 

8. Angle Output (AN-003) +57 25100 

9. Logarithm Base 2 (Error prints "LOG") + 57 26700 

10. Logarithm Base e (Error prints "LOG") +57 27001 

11. Logarithm Base 10 (Error Prints "LOOtl) +57 27030 

12. Exponential Base 2 (Error Prints "EXptl) +57 27100 

13. Exponential Base e (Error print:stlEXpll) +57 27201 

14. Exponential Base 10 (Error Prints "EXP") +57 27230 

15. Sine (Angle reduction automatic, error prints "SIN") +57 27261 

16. Cosine (Angle reduction Automatic, error prints "C~") +57 27361 

17. Arc Sine (Error prints '~RCSIN") +57 27461 

18. Arc Cosine (Error prints "ARCCOS tl
) +57 27600 

19. Arc Tangent , +57 13300 

20. Angle Reduction +57 15400 

3. 2. 3 List of Subroutines With Normal Calling Sequences 

The calling sequences for ,the list of subroutine contained in the 
package are as follows( the argument is assumed to be in A and Runless 
otherwise mentioned·';'see write-ups for more detailed explanations): 

3. 2. 3. 1 AN-007.1 Variable Format Floating Point Input 

+57 23100 
ERROR RETURN 
NORMAL RETURN 
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3. 2. 3~ 2 

3. 2. 3. 3 

AN-002 Fixed Point Input 

+00 L(B) 
+57 00100 
ERROR RETURN 
NCRMAL RETUHN 

L(B) is the location of B, the Binary Point, at b39. 

AN-OlS.! Floating to Fixed Point Output 

lVl0DE 1 

SLR 
+57 01500 
+00 LLRRC 
ERROR R.ETURN 
NORMAL RETURN 

MODE 2 

SLR 
+57 01500 
.... 00 00000 
ERROR RETURN 
NORMAL RETURN 

LL and RR are 2-digit octal numbers denoting the number of digits to be 
printed to the left and right, respectively, if the decimal point. 

3. 2. 3. 4 AN-OIG 

SLR 
+57 02300 

Fixed Point Output (the number must be 
in A, and its binary point in R at b39) 

+00 LLRRO 
NORMAL RETURN 

LL and RR are 2-digit octal numbers denoting the number of digits to be 
printed to the left and right" respectively, of the decimal point. 

3. 2. 3, 5 

3, 2. 3, 6 

AN-03l 

TYPEVVRITER 
+57 04320 
NORMAL RETURN 

AN-014 

Floating Point Input 

TAPE 

+57 04300 
NORMAL RETURN 

Floating Point Output 

SLR 
+57 07700 
+00 CODE 

ERROR RETURN CONTROL 
NORMAL RETURN 
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3. 2. 3.8 

3, 2.3, 9 

BASE 
2 

ee 
10 

AN-044 

AN-017.2 

CODE 
77720 
77740 
77700 

Exponential, 2, e, 10 (See AN-037 tor Code) 

SLR 
+57 10500· 
+00 CODE 

ERROR RETURN 
NORMAl.., RETURN 

Sine, Cosine 

SLL 
+57 10500 

+00 L{Sin) 
ERROR RETURN 
NORMAL RETURN 

The sine is stored in L(Sin) and the Cosine in L(Sln) +2. 

3.2.3. 10 AN-OIB.1 

3. 2. 3. 11 AN-020 

Arc Tangent 

+57 13300 
NORMAL RETURN 

Arc, Sine, Cosine 

SLL 
+57 14300 
+00 L(Arc Sin) 
ERROR RETURN 

NORMAL RETURN 

The Arc Sine is stored in L(Arc Sin) and the Arc Cosine is in the 
A and R registers. 

3. 2. 3. 12 AN-019 Arc Tangent Y/X (Arguments in L(Y) and 
L(X) ) 

SLR 
+57 14600 
+00 L(Y) 
+00 L(X) 
ERROR RETURN 
NOR1VIAL RETURN 

L(Y) is the location of Y. llr(X) is the location of X. 



3. 2. 3_ 13 AN-03S 

3. 2. 3. 14 AN-049 

Angle Reduction 

+57 15400 
NORMAL RETURN 

Special Alphabetic Input (6 chars/word) 

SLL 
+57 16100 
+00 Lec 
NORMAL RETURN 

Loe is the location of the first packed word. 

3. 2.3.15 AN-051 Special Alphabetic Output (6 chars/word) 

SLR 
+57 16450 
+00 L(S) 
+00 L(J:i~) 
NORMAL RETURN 

3. 2. 3. 16 SAIL Alphanumeric Input (8 chars/word) 

SLL 
+57 30600 XXXX = Location of start of alphanumeric 
+00 XXXXO data 
NORMAL RETURN 

3. 2. 3. 17 LAOS Alphanumeric Output 

SLR 
+57 31000 
+00 XXXXO 
+00 YYYYO 
NORMAL RETURN 

XXXX = location of first word of printout 
YYYY = location of last word of printout 
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